Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of Tues. 8 March 2022
Compiled by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two
Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple personalities.
It‟s Time
Trust the Plan
"Battle Hymn of the Republic" w/ the Mormon Tabernacle Choir LIVE from West Point | West
Point Band - YouTube
Judy Note: The following has been verified by various respected Intel sources – let’s just hope
it’s not another False Flag:
















Sat. 5 March was the launch of Global Currency Reset throughout the world, marking a
start of the redemption program.
On Sun. 6 March the world moved to a Quantum Financial System. From now on all
nations’ financial, communication, media and voting systems would be handled through a
Quantum Computer that broadcast by way of hundreds of Star Link Satellites presently in
place and encircling the globe.
On Mon. 7 March all banks throughout the world made the switch from the old Cabalrun SWIFT System to the Quantum Financial System. This Quantum System was well
tested and had been running simultaneously with the SWIFT System since 22 Feb. 2022.
Abbot Downing and Wells Fargo have been informed that at some point soon there
would be an 800# release authorization for Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group), to set
redemption/ exchange appointments at some 7,000 Redemption Center off-site locations.
Judy Note: If you wish to receive the special and higher currency exchange rates and/or
redeem your Zim, you must make an appointment to do so at Redemption Centers and
not go to a bank.
Wells Fargo would be sending out emails worldwide to currency and Zim holders that
contained a link to a Secured Website. That Secured Website would also be published in
this update and on several Dinar websites. You go into that Secured Website to obtain
instructions on how to set your exchange appointment.
MarkZ: As of Mon. morning 7 March Bond Holders and Groups were in a 36 hour
window to go.
Once began, Foreign Currency Exchanges/ Zim Bond Redemptions would last at
least six days, maybe longer, so book your timeslots ASAP.
The Department of Defense has mandated that the Tier 4B security codes be completed
by Thurs. 10 March.
The above appears to make the Tier4B notification window between noon EST Tues. 8
March through Thurs. 10 March.

A. Judy Note: So, which headline should I pick for today?

















That yesterday Russian Intelligence in the Ukraine uncovered that the Cabal had long
planned a major False Flag Event for Tues. 8 March?
Was that imminent Event really not a False Flag, but the release of biological warfareinfected fleas on the planet from one of the 30 bio-weapons labs in Ukraine funded by the
CIA and Pentagon? – that were recently destroyed by the Nazi Ukraine authorities
because the Russian Military was headed their way?
Or, do we have a different False Flag incoming today? – and could the reason for that
False Flag by the Cabal have a purpose to stop the Internet being removed on Thurs. 11
March (as Putin announced yesterday) because then not only would the Cabal’s last
source of income - Bitcoin Blockchain - stop synchronizing in the event of an Internet
shutdown, but all their False News outlets and Social Media including Google that drives
the Cabal Agenda, would be destroyed?
Or, perhaps I could talk about the perks Russia would be getting for destroying close
to 30 Cabal-CIA funded bio-weapon labs in the Ukraine that were about to unlease
multiple viruses on the general public and rescuing children, arresting perps, from a
Biden-owned Nazi Ukraine Human and Sex Trafficking ring. Sanctions on Russia by
New World Order countries for “invading” the Nazi run Ukraine would soon result in
loss of the Petro Dollar and be a final nail in the coffin for a crash of the World Markets,
not to mention the perk of closures of 830 Illuminati-owned Russian McDonalds which,
like McDonalds across the globe, were serving hamburgers made of the meat of children,
plus the great perk of Russia being the first nation to go on the gold standard of the
Global Currency Reset.
Or, should today‟s headline read that in a couple of days on Thurs. 11 March we get
Quantum Starlink Internet, along with the regulation of 209 nation’s gold/ asset-backed
currencies trading on a one to one with each other?
Or, should the headline be that Pfizer vaccine documents court-ordered released on
1 March proved that the US federal government paid media outlets to push the Covid-19
Jab even though there was no medical evidence to support the vaccine mandates?
– mandates on vaccines that Pfizer‟s own documentation showed nine pages of
serious adverse health side effects including the deaths of every 17th person jabbed
in Pfizer’s own research done prior to CDC approval that they paid millions to get?
– mandates that were being so fought by Patriots across the nation that they were
supporting 70+ miles of the Trucker Freedom Convoy encircling the Washington DC
Beltway today?
– a Washington DC that has been deserted with a ten foot high barbed wire fence
guarded on the inside around an empty White House since a comatose Biden played his
part in his fake inauguration partially filmed on a Hollywood stage?






Or, should I emphasize that it was rumored that with shutdown of the Internet, all
phones would be cut off? Think Satellites and Internet Cables being cut – because we
were getting new Quantum Phones. Think Tesla.
Or, would it be more important that the general public know that the Alliance was
advising to download Signal App as “you would need it during the Storm.”
Wow. It‟s hard to choose.

B. Whiplash347 Three Day Event, Ten Days of Darkness:













A worldwide Blackout was part of the US Space Force Trump Card.
It should be a quick change over to Tesla Free Energy. See Texas Tower & Tesla
Battery Installations – needed power for the Emergency Broadcast System.
Ten Days of Disclosure: 3 x 8hr Movie - 24/7 for 10 days in many languages.
No Texts or Phone Calls.
No Internet while Operation Mockingbird being wiped, (rebooted) and Project Odin
Starlink Internet coming Online.
Just Signal App - Highly Encrypted Mil App connected to the Military Satellite –
download in Play Store. Signal was no longer controlled by the CIA, but by the White
Hat Military Intelligence, NSA.
The Turksat Rocket was a Military Satellite for Military Comms to TVs and Radios for
Europe, Africa, the Mid East and Asia.
Get all of your photos off Facebook, Twitter, Insta etc. as they were going away and
never returning.
The new platforms were controlled by Trump/White Hats/Space Force etc.
Before phones were disabled all phones worldwide would receive seven messages from
President Trump.
Market crash, then a transfer of wealth.

C. Whiplash347: Project Odin and the Quantum Financial System






They will announce the Queen‟s death. For three days plus ten days of mourning
everything stops in a “Bay of Pigs” Scenario.
To do the QFS transfer, all Banks and Stock Markets across the world will close. They
have 3 to 5 days to do the transfer:
https://www.google.com.au/amp/s/www.businessinsider.com/what-happens-when-queenelizabeth-ii-dies-king-charles-2018-6%3famp
You will need some cash out as ATM's/EFTPOS machines will go down.
They will kill the Internet (Putin announced that would happen Thurs. 11 March), then
announce the Queen’s death, followed by a Bay Of Pigs-like three day weekend war
during Ten Days of Darkness and Emergency Broadcast System release, Global Currency
Reset and bombings of 34 Satanic buildings globally.





Whiplash347, JFK Jr.: Taking out naZi – Zionist. One in the same and they just don't
know. Operation Z. Israel is last. Zion is last. Zion Wuhan/ Big Pharma/ 3GD. Rods
Incoming. Paris shooting arrow into Achilles.
Zero Day was Fri. 11 March when Russia disconnected from the SWIFT system and
the Petro Dollar went down – unable to recover from events of this past week. By
Saturday-Sunday 12, 13 March the associated worldwide economic problems with oil
were bound to appear and shatter the Markets for a potential Mon. 14 March crash –
just in time for the Ides of March 15 when traditionally debts were to be settled:
https://clifhigh.substack.com/p/zero-day

D. International Child Sex Trafficking:





Pedophile convicted of rape and sexual activity of a child:
https://uk.style.yahoo.com/paedophile-convicted-rape-sexual-activity-092349967.html
Prince Andrew, Jeffrey Epstein Documentary „Prince and the Pedophile‟ Sold to
Italy by Beyond Rights: https://variety.com/2022/tv/news/prince-andrew-jeffreyepstein-documentary-italy-sales-1235197658/
Taiwan housed a major human trafficking network that sat in the middle of the South
China Sea, Philippine Sea, North China Sea and Indonesia trading route down to
Australia. Taiwan has been the hub of human trafficking and sex trade into China for
hundreds of years and more recently, housed Organ harvesting networks. The
Rothschilds and Rockefellers banking systems created a larger network of investments
into Taiwan in the past 60 years and created a power house of electronic chipping
supplies and money laundering networks in all countries through the computer, digital
industries worldwide and shipping ports that moves their human trafficking networks.

E. Global Financial Crisis:






There will be more disruptions in the financial system as backend changes are
implemented with QFS. The most recent is the Mastercard situation in the UK.
Mastercards were not working across the UK, creating chaos for credit and debit card
users. https://www.express.co.uk/life-style/science-technology/1576075/mastercarddebit-credit-card-not-working-outage-cant-pay
Credit Suisse's Pozsar says commodities crisis could weaken Eurodollar, boost Yuan:
http://www.reuters.com/article/ukraine-crisis-yuan-credit-suisseidUSKBN2L50IN?utm_source=34553&utm_medium=partner
Russian banks are switching to the Chinese Union Pay payment system. Alfa Bank,
Tinkoff and Sberbank announced that they will issue Union Pay cards (cooperates with
180 countries of the world) together with the Russian payment system MIR. Earlier it
was known that Visa and Mastercard are ceasing their activities in the Russian
Federation. Cards issued in Russia will not work outside the country, but will work inside
























Russia. https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/russian-banks-rush-switch-chinesecard-system-2022-03-06/
Crude prices surge as US expected to ban Russian oil. Price of a barrel reached $129.92
at 1430 GMT.
The price of gas in Europe is already more than $4,000 per thousand cubic meters.
Scholz: "The EU's energy needs cannot be met without Russian imports, so we do not
plan to suspend it."
Johnson: "It's impossible to just stop using oil and gas overnight, even from Russia."
Hungary is against the embargo. The country is already shouting that they have become
a victim of sanctions.
US: For the first time since 2008, the average price of gasoline in the United States
reached $4 per gallon and $5 per gasoline.
Italy: A liter of gasoline in Italy now costs 2.24 euros.
France: Residents of France have already been warned that they should try to reduce
energy costs, said French Economy Minister Bruno Le Mer.
US Climate Representative and member of the Cabal John Kerry: "Due to antiRussian sanctions, we will have to live with higher energy costs for some time"
China: Shares of Rusal in Hong Kong soared by 34% amid rising aluminum prices. The
growth of the Russian company's securities occurred precisely against the background of
the renewal of the historical maximum by aluminum. The price of non-ferrous metal has
risen above $4,000 per ton.
Germany: "Boycotting Russian oil and gas, we will get double-digit inflation": A
German economist described how sanctions against Russia will turn out for Europe, there
are two options - bad and absolutely bad.
Russia: Putin is the first largest major country to pull away from the Society for
Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) – a CIA-RithschildRockefellers Deep State controlled banking system headquartered in Switzerland.
Russia went back to Gold backed System that JFK and now Trump planned to create to
bring the down Deep State Central World Banking System.
Collapse of the world markets was happening faster than MSM could report or coverup. That's why you see in every country organizations backed by Elites asking for money
for Nazi and Deep State controlled Ukraine donations.
Inflation is happening at an immense rapid speed and picking up pace. Millions of top
investors from around the world have sold off their stock and pulled money.
China's collapse in the world market was purposely done to help collapse the Deep
State system.
China: An internal coup is silently taking place in the Chinese Communist Party.
China is also headed to a full gold-backed standard.




Middle East: Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia is uniting the Middle East and
preparing them for a gold-backed precious metals banking system.
Each of these countries mentioned and almost every nation, was in the middle of
cleaning up their Deep State Cabal controlled country.

F. Covid/Vax Hoax:


Australia: Victorian man dies from Japanese encephalitis as authorities warn people to
avoid mosquitos. Health authorities warn of serious risks of mosquito-borne disease as
NSW and Queensland also report cases: https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2022/mar/08/victorian-man-dies-from-japanese-encephalitis-as-authorities-warnpeople-to-avoid-mosquitos

G. Demonstrations and Freedom Convoy Rallies:



Greece in Thessaloniki, demonstrators burn the NATO flag during an anti-war rally.
70 miles of the People's Convoy for Freedom from vaccine mandates were staying in
Hagerstown, Maryland. The convoy gathered so many vehicles that parts of the convoy
were forced to stay in neighboring towns at a distance of up to 30 miles. The convoy
makes regular trips into the Washington DC Beltway.

H. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages:


Many foods & sugar drinks will not be returning to shelves. For example, Heinz sauces
(said to be infused with Adrenochrome).



Global crop collapse now a certainty... widespread famine irreversible. A
convergence of horrifying events have set into a motion an irreversible collapse of food
production and crop harvests that will lead to global famine all the way through 2024.
These events cannot be stopped for the simple reason that plants take time to grow.
Fertilizer prices have tripled and will likely go higher, especially as Russia has halted
fertilizer exports and shut down natural gas pipelines to Western Europe. As a result, the
fertilizer supply is growing scarce. About 5 billion people on the planet depend on fossil
fuel-created fertilizer for their primary source of food. Food shelves are going to look
downright frightening in 2022, and for the shelves that actually have food, it's going to
cost perhaps twice as much. Some items might see prices triple. … Brighteon

I. The Real News for Tues. 8 March 2022:


BREAKING: Truth Social – the censor free replacement for Facebook – will have its
own preferred user groups. All of you that will join our Telegram notification channel
and share this post will be automatically marked as a preferred user after confirmation.
Be part of the Team Trump- Truth Social is taking over!!!
https://t.me/TruthSocialAndroid


















Putin: “The Ukrainian government is a part of the Deep State. We have to siphon off the
swamp in Kyiv because in our opinion, Child Trafficking, Adrenochrome production and
economic corruption are against human rights.”
Ukraine: "Documentation was received from employees of Ukrainian biological
laboratories on the emergency destruction of especially dangerous pathogens of plague,
anthrax, tularemia, cholera and other deadly diseases on 24 February. The emergency
destruction of especially dangerous pathogens on 24 February was required to prevent the
disclosure of facts of violations by Ukraine and the United States of Article I of the
Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention" - Russian Foreign Ministry's statement.
China just demanded that NATO declassify the details of the Biological Weapons
Laboratories operating in Ukraine. The Chinese Foreign Ministry called on the United
States to explain the presence of such facilities in Ukraine and publicly release
intelligence on the viruses that were developed there.
FBI: Ragnar Locker Ransomware Hacker group has breached the networks of at least
52 organizations from multiple US critical infrastructure sectors:
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/fbi-ransomware-gang-breached-52-uscritical-infrastructure-orgs/
In 1994, as part of the New World Order Agenda, 160 Nations agreed to reduce the
world population to 800 million by 2030.
Federal Government Paid Media Outlets to Push COVID-19 Jab Propaganda;
Including Fox News & Newsmax: https://welovetrump.com/2022/03/06/report-federalgovernment-paid-media-outlets-to-push-covid-19-jab-propaganda-including-fox-newsnewsmax/
The CIA in Frankfurt, Germany was raided by Q teams Seals & Delta and confiscated
servers containing Intel proving 2020 Election Interference. General Flynn confirmed this
as have others.
The CIA has seven huge, super-secret, global intelligence computer databases deep
inside Central Intelligence Agency headquarters that were named after the seven
dwarfs in their Operation Snow White. The CIA funded Hollywood’s Walt Disney and
Hugh Hefner, among many other paid/controlled operations like Mockingbird, Honey
Traps (Marilyn Monroe had Military clearance to California Military base). The CIA’s
Courtney Love also was placed as a low level CIA agent who ran drugs through the
England punk scene and trafficked girls between Elites. The CIA super computers were
hacked by U.S. Military Intelligence Battalions, who found files in the Snow White
computers which connected to worldwide Child Trafficking and Elite rings, and
connections between Epstein, Hollywood, Britney Spears, Hillary Clinton, Obama, world
Elites, Facebook, Twitter and Google. …Whiplash347
Australian Sen. Alex Antic finds via FOIA requests there was no medical evidence
to support mandates: https://youtu.be/E1MaIOlaj8Q
















A Large Scale False Flag Cyber-Attack Now Imminent? A false flag attack on the US
or Europe (or both) is now imminent, and what I mean by “false flag” is that the attack
will be designed to benefit the globalists: https://www.zerohedge.com/political/largescale-false-flag-cyber-attack-now-imminent
Evidence of US-financed biological program in Ukraine revealed by Russian defense
ministry: https://www.google.com/amp/s/tass.com/defense/1417951/amp
On Thurs. 11 March the Internet was being removed according to Putin in an address he
gave on Mon. 7 March.
When the Internet goes down all Mainstream and Social Media would go as well as
Google etc. – and we get Quantum Starlink Internet with only "regulated" Precious Metal
Currencies.
The Bitcoin Blockchain would stop synchronizing in the event of an Internet shutdown.
All phones would be cut off. Think Satellites and Internet Cables being cut. We are
getting new Q Phones, or Quantum Phones Think Tesla P.I.
Download Signal App as you will need it during the Storm. It is a highly encrypted
Military App taken over by the White Hats. We would lose phone service during the
Event + 10 Days of Disclosure and Whiplash347 felt it was pretty sure that the Military
Satellite would keep Signal App going.
The International Court of Justice will hold hearings on March 7 and 8 on the Ukraine
conflict.
McDonald‟s meat supplier was Keystone Foods – which was recently found to be
using human meat, mainly that of children, in their processing plant – another headliner
that was kept out of the Mainstream Media. There was an ongoing FBI investigation in
the US as McDonalds franchises began to close down worldwide. McDonalds was a big
name in the Cabal: https://www.mcdonalds.com/us/en-us/about-our-food/meet-oursuppliers/keystone-foods.html
HAARP (High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program) is a geophysical
weapon so powerful that it is considered a weapon of mass destruction using Weather
modification & manipulation. H.A.A.R.P. is only one among many such installations
across the globe's "Super DARN Highway," an array of High Frequency (HF) radars now
covering most of the northern and southern hemispheres.

J. Vladimir Putin didn‟t just invade Ukraine on 24/02/2022, he officially ended the
petrodollar system. Phil Seymour


“How? Remember, Russians don’t do anything without a plan. They & China have been
prepping for this moment for years & are now ready: Russia has stated NATO expansion
into Ukraine was a red line. They knew their invasion of Ukraine would be inevitable and
would have strategized that the US/West’s response would be SWIFT $ system
exclusions/sanctions.















It is reasonable to expect that Russia’s next step would have been to shut off oil/gas
pipelines to Europe, as Russia has built up huge Yuan, gold & commodity reserves. This
will cause massive price and supply disruptions (war level) to the western markets &
monetary system.
For years Russia & China have looked for ways to re-monetize gold & exit abuses of
SWIFT system as a geopolitical tool against them, but how to do it, how to exit, without
West declaring it an act of aggression or war against the West? This Ukraine invasion
just accomplished that end for them. And the West is doing it themselves.
Now, freed to declare themselves SWIFT system outcasts by the western govt hands,
Russia can now say “we will turn oil pipelines back on, but not for dollars.” Russia then
declares that Europe or anyone that wants Russian oil (as of 3rd largest global producer)
or Russian/Ukrainian wheat (1/4 of the world's production) must pay in gold, or use the
ruble-yuan gold-backed payment system.
Their leverage as an oil producer (who cuts off supply) will cause almost immediate price
shocks to the western world. A good part of the population could immediately be unable
to heat their homes. Almost equal to the oil shock they’d cause is their ability to cause
food shortages and price spikes through the disruption of wheat production.
Unmentioned in all this is China. Who has been silent & not condemned Russia? That
means silent approval & cooperation. China will act to soak up Russian production of oil
and wheat to soften the blow to their “strategic partner.” This will again be through the
Yuan-Ruble facility and at some point overtly-stated gold backing of that system by
Russia and China.
The West will of course declare those last two bullets as acts of global aggression and
direct threats to the “world monetary system.” At this point that there will be a clear
fracture of the world’s monetary system into two competing East/West structures,
circling back to the initial point that the 50-year global petrodollar system has just
officially been ended by Putin.
If the above analysis is indeed correct, then the threat to the petro- $ is no different to the
time of Charles De Gaulle or Gaddafi, but on a larger scale. They can't remove Putin as
easy as they did with previous leaders who challenged their fraudulent petrodollar
monetary system.”

K. Must Watch Videos:





Ukraine On Fire & Revealing Ukraine – The Investigations That Followed – Oliver
Stone Documentarie: https://thetruereporter.com/ukraine-on-fire-revealing-ukraine-theinvestigations-that-followed-oliver-stone-documentaries-videos/
Mon. 7 March Update: https://www.bitchute.com/video/t7aHh9NfzwCb/
Simon Parkes Urgent Updates: Russia/Ukraine Truth, New Kingdom Age Coming (Must
See Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)





Scott McKay: Enormous Updates and Intel! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News
(beforeitsnews.com)
X22Report - It’s About To Happen! Treason! Optics & Backchannels Are Important! Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Trump Is Commander In Chief Anointed By God - Quantum System is Online Blackout
Necessary - Currency Reset - Financial Crisis - | Beyond Science | Before It's News
(beforeitsnews.com)

L. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two
multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr.
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele
Jenny Hill‟s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 Judy Note: YouTube has fixed
these links so they don’t work. I suggest you goggle to connect to the link, or better yet use
DuckDuckGo.
WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped,
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic
Worshippers. Perpetrators worshipping Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc’s CIA,
Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult
on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by
this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the
process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset. It’s no wonder that
President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.”
M. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:
Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses to pedophile, torture and murder
crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists implanted in
law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney General
Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally organized
Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.
There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.
To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of
thousands of children on a regular basis.
N. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of
human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the
organizations:
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signsof-human-trafficking
FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300
Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov.
National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888.
U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/
Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/
Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453
USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678
Contact Interpol: https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
Europol Tipline Tel.: +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/nationalhotlines_en
Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/
UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line
O. The Global Currency Reset and NESARA/GESARA were all about the Children

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and
traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.
The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking
Ring run by these global elites.
Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who were right now being rescued from
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
P. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing
truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was
rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.
I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several
Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate
a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments.
After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the
exchange process for 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking those 90 days to get my
humanitarian project organized and going.
This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you
how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever.
A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown;
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.
Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.
Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
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